Subversion Enablement Packages – Basic
Bringing Subversion to the Enterprise
Subversion® has become the open source version control standard for geographically distributed software
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development organizations. Many enterprises are looking at adopting Subversion to replace their legacy
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solutions but within the enterprise, corporate governance often mandates that an actual company stands

download CollabNet Subversion

behind an open source product for support and services. CollabNet® is that company for Subversion.

and access related tools, support,

As the founder and primary corporate sponsor of the Subversion project, CollabNet has facilitated its adoption
in the enterprise, with technical support, training, consulting, migration services and additional enterprise
capabilities. CollabNet
Subversion Enablement Packages are comprehensive bundles of Subversion training, consulting and support
services specifically designed for enterprises who want to deploy Subversion rapidly and get the most from
their Subversion development teams.

Basic Subversion Enablement Package Components
•

Subversion for Developers Web-based Training

•

Subversion Live Q&A Sessions

•

CollabNet Subversion Silver Support

training resources and in-depth
technical content.
Registered members of
CollabNet get additional benefits,
such as:
•

Subversion related
extensions such as GUI
clients and connectors

•

Additional in-depth
technical documents

•

Participation in technical
discussion forums

•

Best practices
information for
communities

•

Release and patch
notifications

•

Sign-up for the
Technical Newsletter

Business Benefits
•

Accelerate Rollout: CollabNet’s Web-based Subversion for Developers training allows you to quickly
train your entire Subversion development staff with CollabNet’s industry-leading Subversion
training curriculum.

•

Build Expertise: CollabNet’s Live Q&A Sessions give your developers direct access to CollabNet’s
Subversion subject matter experts who can provide answers to development questions, give advice
regarding industry best practices and impart helpful development tips.

•

Receive Ongoing Support: CollabNet's Subversion Support allows you to leverage CollabNet's
unparalleled experience supporting enterprise-class Subversion deployments.

•

Drive Community Involvement: Because CollabNet is the primary corporate sponsor of
Subversion, your enhancement requests are channeled directly to the Subversion community for
roadmap consideration.

Basic Subversion Enablement Package Component Descriptions

Why CollabNet?
•

Founder and primary
corporate sponsor of the
Subversion project

•

Employs a team of fulltime Subversion
committers that drive
features and bug fixes

•

Hosts the Subversion
developer community

•

Provides enterprise-class
support, training and
consulting services

•

Offers unparalleled
Subversion expertise

Subversion for Developers Web-based Training
The Subversion for Developers Web-based training series covers the complete spectrum of using Subversion for
software development: from the typical work cycle to branching and merging operations to advanced
enterprise features, such as interactive conflict resolution. Each course covers Subversion functionality on a
conceptual level and then demonstrates it in practice.

Our Subversion for Developers training course consists of the following modules:

Related Resources
Find related materials, including
whitepapers, webinar and demo
replays, video viewlets, and
more by visiting:
www.collab.net/subversion

•

Essential Concepts 1 (120 min)

•

Essential Concepts 2 (90 min)

•

Enterprise Features (120 min)

Subversion Live Q&A Sessions
CollabNet Subversion subject matter experts will hold a series of 1-hour conference calls to answer questions
related to Subversion development and configuration management practices.

CollabNet Subversion Silver Support
“We’re in the process of
deploying best practices for

CollabNet Subversion Silver Support helps enterprises deploy CollabNet Subversion on a broad scale, maximize
return-on-investment and reduce risks.

Subversion and the knowledge
we’ve gained from working

Basic Subversion Enablement Packages

with CollabNet is the basis of

10-User Package Includes

the culture we are adopting

•

Subversion for Developers Web-based Training (10 courses)

with regards to version control

•

Subversion Live Q&A Sessions (2 x 1-hour sessions)

and Subversion.”

•

CollabNet Subversion Support (Silver)

– Martin Kunze, Manager of
Information, Agile Systems

25-User Package Includes
•

Subversion for Developers Web-based Training (25 courses)

•

Subversion Live Q&A Sessions (4 x 1-hour sessions)

•

CollabNet Subversion Support (Silver)

Related Collabnet Services
Contact Us
Corporate Headquarters

CollabNet offers additional Subversion services which may be a logical follow on to the Subversion
Enablement Package:

4000 Shoreline Court, Suite 300

•

Subversion Server Configuration and Administration

South San Francisco, CA 94080

•

Subversion Applied Workshop

United States

•

Subversion Administrator Training

Phone: +1 (650) 228-2500
Toll Free: +1 (888) 778-9793

About CollabNet
CollabNet is a leading provider of Enterprise Cloud Development and Agile ALM products and services for software-driven organizations.
With more than 10,000 global customers, the company provides a suite of platforms and services to address three major trends
disrupting the software industry: Agile, DevOps and hybrid cloud development. Its CloudForge® development-Platform-as-a-Service
(dPaaS) enables cloud development through a flexible platform that is team friendly, enterprise ready and integrated to support leading
third party tools. The CollabNet TeamForge® ALM, ScrumWorks® Pro project management and SubversionEdge source code
management platforms can be deployed separately or together, in the cloud or on-premise. CollabNet complements its technical
offerings with industry leading consulting and training services for Agile and cloud development transformations. Many CollabNet
customers improve productivity by as much as 70 percent, while reducing costs by 80 percent.
For more information, please visit (www.collab.net).
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